
In Japan, there are many “standards”. If you like a particular type of 
food, chances are high that there will be several different restau-
rants, with the same name; but, under different ownership, that will 
carry this particular dish or type of cuisine. On such type is Yoshoku, 
a type of food oft discussed on the pages of this very telegraph. 
Essentially a Japanese interpretation  of Western comfort food, 
Yoshoku consists of standards such as deep fried shrimp, omelette 
rice and fried pork cutlet. In this issue, we will take the unusual step 
pf recommending one such “name” of a particular “type”. We recom-
mend the Higashi Ikebukuro incarnation of Miyoshiya, a Yoshoku 
restaurant that excels at lunch. Maintaining a classic atmosphere, 
Miyoshiya is not for everyone as it is peopled largely by neighbor-
hood salary workers eager to have a hearty lunch The space fills 
quickly and is filled with the smell of smoke as the restaurant still 
allows for smoking indoors. There is also a back area for those 

looking to avoid the smoke. We will 
sum up our love for this place with the 
descr ipt ion of  one dish … which 
contains the fol lowing elements :  
multiple deep fried shrimp, each the 
size of a small tree branch, Japanese 
Nepolitan spaghetti with little bit of 
sausage,  a  f r ied egg,  cr ispy and 
flavorful as well as a cooked slice of 
ham and salad with homemade dress-
ing. This may not sound like much, 
but it fills a massive plate and leaves 
no stomach wanting. Miyoshiya’ s 
menu is vast and varied and each 
dish, from the Hamburg steak to the 
omelette rice is flavorful and filling. 
Our tip : you can find this classic 
venue by keeping an eye out for the 
oversized stuffed bear sitting on a 
scooter just outside of the restaurant!

column
Young blood lets people carry out atrocious  activities - Don’ t 
you have this experience? If the memories that you have are of 
an OK level to laugh and feel longing, you are a much better 
example. Teacher K is the same as you. However, there are a lot 
of people regretful of many  perpetrated atrocities committed 
through an excess of youthful ardour….. Nowadays, SNS is a big 
thing and the past 10 years, albums on  Facebook or instagram 
are how we look at past years. So today’ s topic is about “What 
are your regrets of youthful days?”. 1) I broke up with my 
boyfriend who was a horrible person but I was blind,,, then I 
look at my old post of instagram … .. everyday was about him. I 
realized I sent pictures to my friends and I must have been an 
annoying person. Now I am not blind!  2) I was very critical 
about the world so I didn’t want to have a job and saying I was a 
freedom person, always saying “this is a journey to look for my 
self”. No job No money. I realized I never found myself,..I didn’ t 
know how to live with reality. Now I without any job. 3) Most of 
people do this … drinking until I lost my memories … ..I wake up 
in unknown places … . There must be a person who says in your 
mind "I can really empathize with you!” This is the last issue of 
2019.Hope you have a great holidays.  Best  Teacher K!

Regrats, I’ve had a few.
Shimon Minamikawa   
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 The Steak House

Peop le  in  Japan  love  anko  bean  
paste! Anko = sweet bean paste;  a 
tradit ional and basic sweet within 
Japan. I especially love Dorayaki - a 
pancake wrapped around sweet anko. 
I  thought  I  had fu l l  knowledge o f  
Dorayaki and have introduced it  a 
few times in this column. However, It 
i s  s t i l l  keep coming across great  
dorayaki and realized I am still on a 
journey searching for  the per fect  

dorayaki! I love Kameju in Asakusa but also I l ike a standard 
dorayaki like Usagiya. Our town Otsuka in Toshimaku also has a 
very good sweet shops and I realized “doramaki” from Sennari 
Monaka is also very good! “Doramaki” is just one pancake bent in 
half and there is anko inside. The anko and pancake balance is 
great and if you look at some shops, they are selling just the 
pancake part! Yes, the pancake skin is very popular in this shop! 
T h e  s h o p  S e n n a r i  M o n a k a  i s  a  f a m o u s  s h o p  f o r  s e l l i n g  
Monaka(sweet bean-jam filled wafers)and I am a big fan of their 
Osekihan (red bean steamed rice); their “doramaki” was so good 
and I wasted time not knowing how tasty this is!
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